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Scientific Computing II

Exercise 4

Tutorial: Parallel Multigrid

We have to solve the discretised two-dimensional Poisson equation on the unit interval with
homgeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:

uxx + uyy = 0 in ]0; 1[2,

u = 0 at ∂]0; 1[2.

The unisotropic Laplacian is discretised in a regular cartesian grid by the 5-point-stencil

(uxx + uyy)(i · h, j · h) ≈
ui,j−1 + ui−1,j − 4ui,j + ui+1,j + ui,j+1

h2
.

a) We use a multigrid method with

– standard coarsening

– v-cycle

– full-weighting as restriction operator

– bilinear interpolation

– two Gauss-Seidel pre- and postsmoothing iterations, each

to solve the problem described above. Describe the single steps of this multigrid algo-
rithm!

b) We parallelize the multigrid algorithm on 4 processors, using a two-dimensional domain
decomposition. Describe the steps of the resulting algorithm, especially w.r.t. commu-
nication.

c) Which types of smoothers are suitable for parallel multigrid? Why?
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Homework: Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradients

We have to solve the discretised three-dimensional Poisson equation on a unit square with
homgeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (see exercise 1). The Laplacian is discretised by
the known 7-point-stencil (see exercise 1).

Solve the following tasks for Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradients:

a) Give the costs per iteration for each method in the form O(Np)!

b) Give the overall costs of each method if used as a direct solver! Compare it to the results
for Gaussian elimination!

Hint: Use the results from homework exercise 3 d).

c) Use the asymptotic convergence rate of the conjugate gradient method (computed in
the lecture) to guess the costs of the method if used as an iterative solver!

Hint: Give the costs in the form O(N q) if N is the number of unknowns per coordinate
direction.

d) Use the conjugate gradient method as a smoother (two pre- and two postsmoothing
iterations each) in our multigrid method. Is it a good smoother?


